Hemical 66

by Hemical

The featured bowlers were the most economical frontline bowlers for each country in the World
T20 (min 10 overs after the preliminary round)
http://tinyurl.com/o64xmv5
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Across
1 Pak's top bowler has a
little laugh at lawyer's
charges, we hear (6)
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4 NZ's top bowler, as host,
procures willow stumps
centrally (8)
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10 Wait around after
throwback is revealed as
Aus's top bowler (9)
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11 There's a greeting in the
middle of the pitch for
SA's top bowler (5)
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12 Drains South Africa as
an afterthought (4)
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13 Solid figure and hero
destroyed after last month
(10)
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15 Said, as toast sometimes
is, without a hint of
boastfulness (7)
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16 WI's top bowler's digit
broken by Australian
resistance (6)
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19 Ban's top bowler ruined
Turkish bath? There's no
truth in it! (6)

30 Eng's top bowler has no
way to get through 31 days
(6)

6 Most of 26 check inside
on bad smell - it's a
hopeless situation (2,3,5)

18 A quiet man and hero
getting as far from the sun
as possible (8)

21 Wheeltappers keep a
piece of shoe-leather (7)

Down

7 The French nearly injure
a composer (5)

23 Sails go round and
round, causing trouble for
tankers short of time (10)

1 Flower - head coach starts taking a bird to
America (8)

20 Ned's top bowler from
second-rate country with
terrible hair (7)

25 Release you don't have
to pay for (4)

2 It won't bounce, having
had enough tar (4,5)

27 Ladies bearing sign (5)

3 The beginnings of
existential poetry in
Chinese are very
impressive (4)

28 Opposing history, I get
starters (9)
29 Managed to get back to
bed with essentially nice
drug (8)

5 Drape short one at home
(7)

8 Satellites conceal right
idiots (6)
9 Silver saxophone
accessory tallied (6)
14 Bankrupt Japanese
assassin scrapping
German's agreement to be
burglarised (6,4)
17 Officially witnessed
50% of famous people get
up and down (9)

21 Rook seen in moorland
by SL's top bowler (6)
22 When horse brings
victory for Ind's top bowler
(6)
24 I Zingari edge up to
Turkish city (5)
26 Capable of universal
instruction to keep reading
(2,2)

